Make it. Print it. Pack it. Ship it.
Signs and graphics help you advertise, inform and recruit. And they’re durable, which makes these promotional tools a smart value. It’s also smart to come to the experts — the sign and graphic specialists at FedEx Office. We’ll work with you to make sure you get the most effective product for communicating your message, whether you need something simple and straightforward or more complex and custom. Printing more than one? Ask us about a volume pricing discount.

Trying to drive more traffic to your event or your business? Our signs and graphics specialists are waiting to speak with you today.
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GETTING STARTED

Before you place an order, consider the following:

• Will your sign or banner be used indoors or outdoors?

• How long will it need to last?

• At what distance should people be able to see your sign or banner?

• What function will the sign or banner serve?

Discuss the answers with our signs and graphics specialists to help determine the right product for your needs.
When you need to get your message across loud and clear, grab attention with a banner. It’s a versatile tool that helps you make big announcements, drive foot traffic to a location and even direct people once they arrive. Our banners feature photo-quality printing and indoor or outdoor materials made to perform in virtually any environment.
INDOOR BANNER

Great for: promotions and sales, point-of-purchase displays, trade shows, employee communications and school events.

Choose this affordable, full-color option for indoor or one-day outdoor occasions. You’ll receive photographic quality on 10-mil vinyl that lasts as long as six months indoors. Other banner materials are also available. Standard grommets are included with banners.

We can print banners up to 5' wide.
Standard sizes include:

- 3’x5’
- 3’x6’
- 3’x8’
- 4’x8’

Custom sizes are also available. Ask a team member for assistance.

Take it to the next level.

- Add durability with lamination.
- Add impact with a display frame or stand.
- Add convenience with hanging hardware and suction cups.

INDOOR BANNER DISPLAY

Great for: promotions and sales, point-of-purchase displays, trade shows, employee communications and school events.

Give your message the ultimate presentation with a display that features sturdy construction for long-term use. Our displays make it easy to change or alternate banners as necessary, and the tripod and retractable stands offer fold-up portability for simple, quick transportation.

We offer several fixed-price banner/display combinations.

- Mini-tripod: Perfect for tabletop displays. Includes an 11”x17” print.
- Tripod: Lightweight and easy to set up. Includes a 24”x70” print.
- Everyday Versatile: Allows for two-sided messaging and offers flexible display sizes. Includes a 24”x70” print.
- Standard Retractable: Compact with a stable base and easy to set up. Includes a 31”x80” print.
OUTDOOR BANNER

Great for: grand openings, promotions and sales, announcements, events, leasing and hiring.

Get photographic quality and full-color printing with UV- and water-resistant inks on heavy 15-mil vinyl. These banners last up to six months outdoors (up to a full year with lamination) and as long as five years if used indoors. Other banner materials are also available. Standard grommets are included with banners.

Standard sizes include:

- 3'x5'
- 3'x6'
- 3'x8'
- 4'x8'

Custom sizes are also available. Ask a team member for assistance.

Take it to the next level.

- Increase outdoor durability up to a year with lamination.
- Add hanging hardware, rope and suction cups for easy display.
Bring ideas to life and look like a pro with our full range of digital prints, available on a variety of media like standard paper, photo paper, backlit film, canvas and more. And you can add durability with several mounting and lamination options. Prints and posters can work for your business or brighten your home as a work of art.
PRINTS AND POSTERS

Great for: presentations, directional signage, trade shows, training events, point-of-purchase displays, photo enlargements, keepsakes and framing. Our prints and posters feature photographic quality and are made for multi-year indoor use.

**Standard sizes include:**

- 18”x24"
- 22”x28"
- 24”x36"
- 36”x48"

Custom sizes are also available. Ask a team member for assistance.

**Take it to the next level.**

- Add lamination for protection and professional polish.
- Opt for foam-core mounting for additional sturdiness.
- Select from four common poster package sizes that feature print, mounting and lamination at a compelling price.
- Choose display hardware to make your message stand out.
Make your message attractive and long lasting with a rigid sign. These signs are thoughtfully designed to display your message while standing up to the elements. We offer several materials to fit your needs: corrugated plastic (Coroplast), which can last from six months to several years, as well as PVC plastic and aluminum, made to endure for two years and beyond.
SIGNSGreat for: building and site identification, hours of operation, directional signage, service announcements, company or school events, fundraisers and real estate signs.

**Make your signs to order or select from these fixed-price, common size solutions.**

- Coroplast with H-Stake, 18"x24"
- Aluminum with H-Frame, 18"x24"
- PVC A-Frame, 22"x28"

Custom sizes are also available. Ask a team member for assistance.

**Take it to the next level.**

- Browse our other frames and hardware.
Use ready-to-apply lettering, decals, graphics and magnets to transform any flat surface into attention-grabbing advertising.
READY-TO-APPLY DECALS AND GRAPHICS

Great for: company logos, hours of operation, phone numbers, Web site addresses, and safety and equipment labels.

Our materials are water- and chemical-resistant and durable up to three years. Standard sizes for vinyl lettering are 2", 4", 8" and 12". Decals and graphics are available in one color or full color. Ask a team member about additional sizes and options.

MAGNETS

Great for: company identification, magnetic business cards, grand opening or trade show giveaways, delivery leave-behinds, and vehicle or equipment identification.

Magnets are marketing tools that can go just about anywhere — in offices and kitchens, on vehicles and more. Pick or create a shape that represents your business. Standard sizes for vehicle magnets are 12"x18" and 18"x24". Promotional magnets are available in 3"x5", 4"x6" and 5"x7" sizes.

Ask one of our signs and graphics specialists about additional sizes and shapes for all of our magnets.
RAISE YOUR GAME WITH FRAMES AND HARDWARE

Hang or frame your new sign with professional flair by adding finishing options that look great and extend usability.
ENJOY A REWARDING WAY TO DO BUSINESS

Become a My FedEx Rewards member and earn points that you can redeem for once-in-a-lifetime experiences and fabulous merchandise from our catalog.

Sign up or log in now at fedex.com/rewards.

Find the FedEx Office location nearest you at fedex.com or call 1.800.GoFedEx 1.800.463.3339.
FRAMES AND HARDWARE

Indoor frames and displays

• Banner displays
• Indoor easel
• Backlit box
• Easel back

Outdoor frames and displays

• Easy slide iron frame
• Metal A-frame
• Molded plastic A-frame
• Wire step stake
• T-bar stake

Hardware

• Bungee cords
• Banner hanging clips
• Hook and loop tape
• Mounting tape
• Suction cup hooks
• Braided nylon rope

Don’t see what you need? Ask one of our signs and graphics specialists for assistance.